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Bringing one million people together  

at one pivotal moment in time 

to protect the balance of life on Earth 

and create hope for the future of humanity 

 
On Tuesday, November 3, 2020, we call on one million people to come together for one powerful 

moment in time to create an avalanche of hope in an age of fear. Guided by a meditation 

specifically created for this event, we will collectively focus a rare, pristine and powerful Life 

frequency into the world to protect the balance of life at a pivotal moment in humanity’s history. 

Vote Hope 2020 is for anyone who is seeking to make a powerful and meaningful difference in 

the world and leave a legacy of hope for humanity. 

 

The Rise of Fear 

When a future time looks back on our present time, the defining issue above all others will be the 

rise in global fear. Anxiety, stress, worry, hopelessness, and depression are all members of the 

fear family. Fear levels are increasing1 at alarming levels worldwide as the effects of climate 

change start to bear down on this world, divisiveness, hatred and xenophobia grow stronger by 

the day, and rumors of war threaten humanity and nature alike. Growing uncertainty and even 

 
1 https://www.sciencealert.com/americans-are-in-the-midst-of-an-anxiety-epidemic-stress-increase 

https://www.sciencealert.com/americans-are-in-the-midst-of-an-anxiety-epidemic-stress-increase
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dread about the future is challenging people’s sense of safety and wellbeing and are driving fear 

to new levels. 

Fear generates a dark yellow hormone, adrenaline, from the outer cortex of the adrenal glands. 

Continuously produced, adrenaline becomes a chemistry that is especially harsh on the body. 

Fear contributes to many physical and psychological symptoms, including sleeplessness, rapid 

heart rate, clouded thinking, forgetfulness and disease. 

In addition, fear is driving all our divisions and challenges including our political partisan divide, 

the vast chasm between rich and poor, and the mounting distrust of governments and each other. 

The emotion of fear is an energy compressed by thought into heaviness and density. As the fears 

of humanity envelop the world, many people are feeling this real and tangible collective weight. 

Fear is tipping the scales toward more and more density, threatening the balance of life. 

Is it possible to protect the balance of life in a time of paralyzing global fear?    

 

Balancing the Fear 

While fear is energy compressed into massive density, there is 

one energy that is impervious to the density of fear: we call it 

electrical Life in its purest form. It is complete pristine purity and 

has a unique quality of lightness, like a gentle tropical breeze. It 

feels safe, nourishing, comfortable and expansive. It lifts the 

spirit and lowers the density in anyone who is open to 

experiencing its beauty. Over time, it can dissolve emotional 

debris, including fear, in anyone who bathes in it deeply and 

repeatedly. The feeling it generates is pure, unsullied hope. 

This form of hope is the antidote to fear. Hope fueled by 

electrical Life in its purest form is the energy with which we 

protect the balance of life. This is not just a nice spiritual 

assertion. This is the physics of frequencies. The density of the 

fear frequency can be decompressed by the hope frequency of 

pure electrical Life. 

Electrical Life in its purest form was first discovered in the radiation of a Central Sun. Many people 

who experience this energy report a profound quality of lightness and a lowering of their own 

density. They witness the purity of this energy dissolving their fear and emotional debris over time. 

They may feel a beauty spreading within their being and hear the most beautiful tone inside their 

head. Animals and plants also respond to the frequency with delight.  

This unique Central Sun radiation that is impervious to fear has been recorded and is now 

available in a guided meditation for anyone who wants to lower their own density, experience the 

energy of complete purity and balance the fear energy with a unique hope energy globally. 
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Vote Hope Meditation 

This beautiful guided meditation has been created to support the Vote Hope 2020 project. 

Accompanied by a music score specifically composed for this project, this meditation first guides 

you to relax your tension and tightness and open your nervous system, skeleton and electric  

biofield attached to your skin in preparation for the very high frequency of electrical Life in its 

purest form to flow through you.  

The meditation is embedded with precise frequencies that support and deepen your inward 

experience. Certain frequencies can be measured on the Hertz scale. Other subtle energies 

cannot be measured with present technology, but your body can experience them. In the initial 

phase of the meditation, three frequencies are embedded in the recording: (1) 128 Hertz to relax 

all muscle groups; (2) 64 Hertz to relax and open your central nervous system; and (3) 32 Hertz 

to relax and open your skeleton. These frequencies can be heard in the audible range in the 

background during the meditation.  

The subtle energies are not audible, but many sensitive people can feel them. To create an image 

for your mind, picture a subtle energy scale of 1 to 10 million. When you are 50% open, your 

frequency will be 50,000 on this scale.  When you are 100% open, your frequency will be 100,000. 

When your Authentic (future) Self comes into your body, the frequency embedded in the recording 

is 5 million. When you experience electrical Life in its purest form you have reached 10 million -- 

the highest frequency in the physical universe. Ten million is the energy of complete purity and 

the lightest thing in existence; and it is embedded in the meditation recording. The amperage 

increases as the meditation unfolds. Some people first experience electrical Life in its purest form 

at this moment of higher amperage in the meditation.   

If you want an image of the Central Sun to support your 

personal inner experience, picture a white crystalline 

star--a faceted diamond--a 1000 times larger than our 

solar sun. Let yourself imagine you are standing in front 

of the Central Sun as its radiation of purity flows through 

every cell, molecule and atom of your physical body. 

Many people experience this unique energy as a tone in 

their skull or lightness in their density. You may step into 

the delightful altered state of pure unsullied hope.  

Once you are filled with the energy from the Central Sun, you are invited to send electrical Life in 

its purest form from your two hands to a 25-mile wide crystalline band of electrical Life circling the 

globe at the equator. The energy of complete purity is attracted only to itself. Sending the energy 

to this band from your two hands is all you need to do to help strengthen its amperage. From the 

equator, it radiates an energy that is impervious to the density of fear globally. This Central Sun 

frequency will not eliminate the fear of the world, but it can balance the fear with the energy of 

pure unsullied hope and protect the balance of life on Earth.    

Anyone can join the Vote Hope action to increase the amperage of electrical Life in its purest form 

until the density of global fear is balanced. This free meditation shows you how. 
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Vote Hope 2020 Project 

Vote Hope 2020 is designed to offer anyone who wants to make a powerful and meaningful 

difference in the world a way to do it. The Vote Hope meditation is a cornerstone of the Vote Hope 

2020 project. 

The mission of the Vote Hope 2020 project is to bring together one million people on a day when 

fear will spike no matter the outcome, the US election day of November 3, 2020, at a coordinated 

time, 1:11 pm US Eastern Time (18:11 UTC), to do the Vote Hope meditation together and send 

an avalanche of electrical Life in its purest form to balance the fear expanding globally on that 

day. There is solid scientific evidence that a significant number of people coming together in a 

collective action for peace can change the world. Peer reviewed studies have shown that 

coordinated meditations by a group of sufficient size can reduce the rates of homicide and violent 

crime2 and result in a 72% decrease in worldwide terrorism.3 

The Vote Hope 2020 project is comprised of two actions: 

1. An individual action to make a difference every day from now until November 3 by 

making the meditation a regular, ideally daily, practice. The more a person can experience 

and condition their body to hold and broadcast the frequency of electrical Life in its purest 

form, the more they will contribute to the second action. 

2. A unique collective global action in the form of a coordinated meditation that generates 

the energy of pure unsullied hope on a global scale on November 3, 2020, at 1:11 pm ET 

(18:11 UTC).  

Anyone anywhere in the world willing to ground to the Earth, deeply relax and open to the 

understandings and frequencies embedded in the Vote Hope guided meditation can join the Vote 

Hope 2020 action and contribute to the creation of a light, beautiful, fear-

free zone that will envelop the planet and balance the global fear. 

Vote Hope 2020 is not a political action and no candidate for public office 

is endorsed. Nor is it specific only to the United States of America. It is 

a unique collective global action that can generate and then collectively 

broadcast the one and only frequency, electrical Life in its purest form, 

that cannot be compressed by the density of fear. Vote Hope 2020 is a 

campaign to balance the world’s swelling and strengthening global fear. 

Vote Hope 2020 is a quiet action for the person who wants to cast a vote 

of hope for the future of humanity. 

 

 

 

 
2 https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/2158244016637891 
3 https://www.permanentpeace.org/evidence/terrorism.html 

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/2158244016637891
https://www.permanentpeace.org/evidence/terrorism.html
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How You Can Get Involved 

You can choose to get involved in various ways, depending on your capacity and excitement. 

Here are the main ways you can get involved. 

Level 1 

Level 1 is the most fundamental way of being involved in VOTE HOPE 2020   

• Do the VOTE HOPE meditation as often as you can from now until the US election 

day. Think of it like you are going to the gym and starting to lift weights. You need to get 

your body used to the high frequencies in the meditation. The more you can experience 

the frequencies and practice sending them out, the more you will be able to add 

amplification when we all come together on Nov. 3, 2020.  

 

You get access to the meditation by clicking here: VoteHope2020.Life.   

 

You will be asked for three specific pieces of information: 

1. Your name and email address: This will help us to keep you informed and engaged 

leading up to the November 3rd culmination meditation and share other New 

Humanity activities with you. 

2. Your location (city and country): With everyone’s location information we can 

create a global map showing where people are participating worldwide. 

3. Your mobile phone number (this one is optional): As we get closer to the event, we 

will use texts as a way to closely coordinate our activities leading up to our 

collective global meditation. 

• Join the monthly Vote Hope 2020 webinar and group meditation hosted by Rennie Davis 

and Kirsten Liegmann. Information on these will be provided on the main Vote Hope 2020 

page.  

• Join the Vote Hope 2020 Facebook group where anyone participating in this project can 

connect and share with others. You will receive information on how to join once you access 

the meditation. 

• On November 3, 2020, at 1:11 pm US ET, join us for the globally coordinated meditation. 

Level 2  

• Level 1 activities plus 

• Join a local weekly Vote Hope meditation circle, if one has formed in your area. The 

main Vote Hope 2020 page will show a list of active circles, where they are, and who is 

hosting them 

 

 

 

/Users/kirstenliegmann/Documents/Foundation%20for%20Humanity%20NP/FFH%20Projects/Vote%20Hope%202020/VoteHope2020.Life
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Level 3 

• Level 1 activities plus 

• Become a local host of a Vote Hope meditation circle by organizing and bringing 

together your friends and community for a weekly group meditation. If you choose to step 

into this role, we will list you on the website with the following information: 

o Your name 

o Your contact information 

o The location of your weekly gathering. If you are holding it at your home and don’t 

want it listed on the website, we will simply state the city (and where appropriate 

the neighborhood) and then direct them to contact you for the exact address. 

We will support you with 

• A suggested agenda for the weekly meetings 

• As a gift from us, your own Life Principle card set 

• A video you can play for new people 

Level 4 

• Level 1 activities, Level 2 or 3 as desired plus 

• Become a hub coordinator, supporting and enrolling organizations, networks, 

communities and businesses to participate in the Vote Hope project and helping us reach 

the 1 million mark on Nov. 3. 

 

Hub coordinators play a vital role in helping this project get to 1 Million Strong. In the 60s anti-war 

and civil rights coalition, they were called the organizers, and they made that movement the 

powerful force it became.  
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Who Is Behind Vote Hope 2020 

The Voice on the Meditation: Rennie Davis 

A gifted and inspiring public speaker, author and futurist, 

Rennie was the coordinator of the largest antiwar and civil 

rights coalition in the 1960s. He was one of the Chicago 7 

described by the NY Times as the most significant political 

trial in American history. He organized a demonstration in 

Chicago watched on television by more people than 

watched the moment the first man landed on the moon. He 

also organized the largest civil disobedience arrest in 

American history. When the Vice President of the United 

States called him “the most dangerous man in America,” all his friends celebrated his academy 

award of protest. In 1971, he partnered with John Lennon to end the war in Vietnam. Lennon 

urged him to learn a meditation and be the change himself. In the 1980s, he became a financial 

consultant to Fortune 500 companies. in the 1990s, he took a five-day retreat to the bottom of the 

Grand Canyon that turned into four years. There he learned to become quiet and listen - deeply. 

He currently leads the New Humanity Academy Call to Evolve and Earth Whisperer 

Masterclasses and serves as mentor and wizard for high-level leaders and CEOs. Today, with his 

wife and partner Kirsten Liegmann, he invites you to Vote Hope 2020 as a daily practice to protect 

the balance of life with a frequency impervious to fear.    

Meditation Music: Eric Moon  

To call Eric a musical genius would not be an 

exaggeration. He has supported and played with 

luminaries of the musical world from a young age. The 

father of two amazing young children, Eric is currently 

working with Grammy-Nominated ex-Firefall and Pure 

Prairie League Vocalist/Guitarist Mark Oblinger and has 

supported his recent album, High Water Line. He has also 

supported Joe Jackson and Loretta Lynn. Performing 

since the age of 8, he sang the boy soprano part in the second world-premier of George Crumb's 

"Ancient Voices of Children" with the Boulder Philharmonic. He won piano competitions before he 

was ten. In high school, he was the national winner of the Music Teacher's National Association 

composition contest and played piano professionally, backing up Fred Shelton in Boulder, CO. 

He studied at the Eastman school of music in Rochester, where he performed with Coltrane 

bassist Steve Davis. He later performed with Charlie Pride and Bob Hope as their pianist. He was 

also the pianist and musical director for singer/songwriter Jill Sobule. In Nashville, he recorded 

with many top studio musicians, including Vince Gill, Flecktone bassist Victor Wooten, and 

session legends Eddy Bayers and Michael Rhodes. He played keyboards and arranged for 

Sobule's first album and produced Sobule’s second album with Prince engineer Susan Rodgers. 

He also produced and co-wrote a number one hit for Malaysian singer Ella, composed music for 

national television ads, toured Europe as keyboardist for German punk icon Nina Hagen, ran the 
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computers for Icelandic superstar Bjork, recorded with Nancy Wilson of "Heart", designed sounds 

for Alesis Synthesizers, composed and recorded backing tracks for the Chippendales dancers. 

He also put together a band for acclaimed Nashville singer/songwriter Jeff Finlin and toured with 

Liz Barnez for shows in New Orleans, Wisconsin and Minnesota. 

Meditation Recording Studio: Grace Design 

 The meditation was professionally recorded at Grace Design 

R&D recording studio in Lyons, CO. Eben Grace created a 

unique recording technology that has now become an industry 

leader. He graciously made his studio available for us to record 

the meditation. The exceptional quality of the equipment has 

allowed for the most pristine recording of Rennie’s beautiful 

baritone voice and, more importantly, the unique subtle 

frequencies embedded in the Vote Hope meditation, even though they do not register in the 

audible range. For best results, it is recommended you listen to the Vote Hope 2020 meditation 

with a quality head-set.   

Vote Hope 2020 Coordinator: Kirsten Liegmann  

Kirsten has spent most of her adult life working at the intersection of 

business, sustainability and consciousness. With an MBA in 

Sustainable Management, she is a results-oriented systems designer 

with experience in managing the smallest details while inspiring the 

whole-picture mission. She is skilled in business management and 

continuous process improvement. She has designed and implemented 

fully interlinked online databases capable of tracking global 

organizational activities and complex data analysis. She has 

coordinated and supported organizations and people with broad-

spectrum knowledge in culture building, sustainability, and conscious 

business practices. She organized and directed her own successful 

business, was instrumental in the growth and development of an 

international online university and is, with Rennie, the co-founder of the New Humanity ecosystem 

of businesses including New Humanity Ventures, New Humanity Wellbeing, New Humanity Living 

and the Foundation for a New Humanity. She is a gifted speaker and lead teacher and head coach 

at the New Humanity Academy. In addition, she mentors conscious business owners and 

pioneers of the New Humanity on their journey to evolve and create a thriving, sustainable world. 

Vote Hope 2020 Sponsors: Our founder’s circle includes New Humanity Ventures, LLC, New 

Humanity Wellbeing, New Humanity Living, New Humanity Academy and the Foundation for a 

New Humanity (see Declaration of a New Humanity for our mission statement.)   

 

THIS NEXT SECTION IS FOR THOSE OF YOU 

WHO WANT TO UNDERSTAND THIS PROJECT IN MORE DEPTH 
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ONe Million Humans PLUS One Million Saguaros 

One million Saguaros, some of them 200 years old, are currently 

sustaining the band of fear-free energy that is circling the world and 

protecting the balance of life. 

With the fear of humanity embedded in the soil, water, and atmosphere 

of the planet, the Earth has no way to remove this energy threat to the 

intelligence of nature on her own. Plants are intelligent but are unable 

to remove this fear on their own either.  

The master plant of telepathic intelligence is the Saguaro. A single 

Saguaro cactus can grow to a height of 40 feet. Many grow arms only 

after reaching 75 years of age. When fully hydrated, they can weigh up 

to 4,800 pounds. They have a pure, white, waxy blossom that is Arizona’s state flower. The 

Saguaro has always provided shelter, resting and food to insects, bats, birds and other animals.  

The Saguaro was honored by tribal cultures who harvested the Saguaro fruit and used its syrup 

to create a wine for sacred ceremonies. Vote Hope 2020 draws upon this indigenous tradition of 

deep respect for the Saguaro to create a new Saguaro ceremony for the 21st Century. 

The Saguaro cannot create the frequency of electrical Life in its purest form on its own. This 

majestic cactus is, however, able to receive and then continuously broadcast this fear-free energy 

of purity to every Saguaro in the Sonoran Desert telepathically. For that reason, the energy of 

electrical Life in its purest form has been infused into a Swarovski crystal along with nine intelligent 

stones who work together to continuously broadcast the energy of complete purity into a Saguaro 

monument created by the Earth Whisperers in January 2020 at the C.O.D. Ranch in Oracle, 

Arizona.  

The Saguaro monument shares this energy nourishment with a 

million other Saguaros in the Sonoran Desert. With their arms 

reaching upwards to the sky, the Earth’s ancient Saguaros are 

now broadcasting into the atmosphere this energy that balances 

the fear, protects the balance of life and nourishes the intelligence 

of nature globally. Arizona is now a global broadcasting station for 

the future of life on Earth. 

 

 

 

 

BRoadcasting Technology 
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Nine stones, many extremely rare, are infused into a beautiful amber Swarovski crystal employing 

a technology described below.  The infused crystal is able to broadcast the energy of complete 

purity into the Saguaro monument because of the unique intelligence and qualities of the nine 

stones below:        

Blue Amber:  A museum quality dark blue amber that pulls off excess electricity and balances 

energies.   

Cintamani:  One of the highest vibrational frequencies of any mineral, it dissolves negative 

thoughts, emotional blockages and negative egos.    

Heaven Earth Dzi Bead:  A Tibetan treasure, Dzi beads pre-date the time of Buddha. The 

Heaven-Earth Bead shifts the electromagnetic properties to make it easier to work with very subtle 

energies.           

Lemurian Light Crystal:  An intelligent stone treasured by healers. The volcanic-heated crystal 

comes from Indonesia where its source was lost during a recent tsunami. One of the rarest stones 

on Earth, it is green with gold and brown strands in its internal matrix.     

Suleiman:  Placed at the center of the infused broadcasting crystal, this stone balances the recipe 

of the all the infused crystal stones. It is a wizard stone known through history for its white magic, 

healing magic, protection magic and wisdom.    

Risck Crystal:  A Golden Healer quartz crystal infused with the energy of Risck.      

Sapphire:  Sapphire creates an energy that supports the shift from the physical to the non-

physical.      

Violet Quartz:  Magical and powerful, this stone is the leading crystal on Earth for balance in a 

time of imbalance.   

Serpent Stone: The Serpent Stone is a mysterious crystal emanating very high frequencies. It 

supports spiritually mature people.  Similar to the Lemurian Light Crystal, a Serpent Stone is 

intelligent. One of the rarest stones on Earth, it is regarded in Thailand as one of the crown jewels 

of their country.    

The intelligence of these stones blended into this unique recipe of energies creates a 

broadcasting station for electrical Life in its purest form to flow continuously into the Saguaro 

monument.    

Imprinting Technology: The scientist who created this imprinting process is a renowned 

quantum radio physicist whose proprietary technology can generate, amplify, record and imprint 

the energy signature of any crystal into virtually any material. With this technology, an imprinted 

crystal can hold the rarest stones on Earth. Similar to the technology that harnesses 

electromagnetic energy, this technology can generate and amplify specific subtle energy patterns, 

transmit them and imprint them. The technology used to create the broadcasting crystal has four 

distinctive features:  (1) Generate the energy of the selected stone; (2) Record the generated 

energy pattern for permanent storage; (3) Imprint the recorded energy signature into a debris-free 

crystal matrix; and (4) Reproduce the benefits of that imprinting through a consistent, repeatable, 
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standardized production system. A stone’s vital force can be delivered without any unpredictable 

variations from the original source. The properties and frequencies of the stone are fully infused 

into our broadcasting crystal.  

With this technology, the energy of electrical Life in its purest form is broadcasted into the 

monument of Saguaros whose own telepathic senses communicate the energy impervious to fear 

to the large community of Saguaros in the Sonoran Desert.  

The Saguaro community is currently broadcasting into the atmosphere an energy to protect the 

balance of life on a continuous basis.  

The historic C.O.D. Ranch with its majestic views and breathtaking mountain ranges serves as 

the center for this global broadcasting station called The Catalinas Earth Whisperer monument. 

Visitors to the monument can experience this continuously 

broadcasting pristine energy of complete purity when they 

deeply relax and get quiet. Organizations that want to protect 

the balance of life are invited to hold their events at The 

Catalinas Earth Whisperer monument at the ranch.  

One million Saguaros will join one million humans for Vote 

Hope 2020 in broadcasting a global frequency to protect the 

balance of life. 

To Vote for Hope for the future of humanity, this is how you do it.   

 

 

 

JOIN US AND BECOME A KEEPER OF THE BALANCE  

 

Get the Vote Hope meditation here: 

  VOTEHOPE2020.LIFE 

 

 

http://www.ffh.org/VoteHope2020
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Contact 

VoteHope2020@ffh.org 

720-443-1191 
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